Abstract
Introduction
The spectrum is natural valuable resource, and in the recent year use of the spectrum increased exponentially due to emerge of the new technology and applications, which results the scarcity of spectrum. The spectrum must be utilized efficiently, the cognitive radio is the one of prospective solutions for efficient utilization of the radio spectrum at a specific time and location. The primary user is who have a higher priority or legacy rights for the use of a specific band of spectrum. Whereas, secondary users with lower priority, exploit the spectrum in without interference to primary users. Therefore, secondary users must have the cognitive capabilities to sense the spectrum reliably, to check it is being used by a primary user, and should exploit the unused part of the spectrum [1] .
The spectrum is allocated to the licensed user is not completely used all the time and in all the places [2] . The availability of the spectrum at a specific time and location should be detected efficiently to provide highly reliable communication whenever and wherever needed [3] . To detect the existence of free spectrum, the efficient spectrum sensing technique must be employed. If the secondary user is in the deep fading may not be able to make appropriate decisions about the existence of primary (licensed) user is the problem of hidden terminal. The cooperative spectrum sensing is promising method to deal with hidden node problem, and to acquaint the white spaces to secondary (cognitive radio) users. Fig. 1 illustrates the cognitive radio system with cooperative spectrum sensing, where secondary users sense the primary and communicate their decision to the cognitive radio base station is decision fusion, and the secondary user transmits the data to the cognitive radio base station is information fusion.
As the spectrum sensing is an important task of the cognitive capabilities, the several aspects of spectrum sensing are discussed in [1] such as multidimensional spectrum sensing, external sensing algorithms, spectrum sensing challenges in the hardware perspective etc.
The state-of-the-art survey of cooperative sensing is presented in [4] to address the issues of cooperation method, cooperative gain, and cooperation overhead. There are different issues and challenges in implementations and designing the cognitive radio are sensitivity, linearity, and dynamic range of RF front end [5] . The detection performance of cooperative spectrum sensing is studied and derived for data fusion and decision fusion over Rayleigh and Raleigh-lognormal fading channels in [6] , and wavelet based spectrum sensing is presented and investigated in [10] .
The spectrum sensing is pivotal for the effective spectrum sharing in cognitive radio. This paper investigates the cognitive radio system using adaptive neural network based data fusion technique for cooperative spectrum sensing. The channel between the secondary user and cognitive radio fusion center or Cognitive radio base station is time varying fading channel, and results severe interference in information and decision from the secondary users. The adaptive spectrum sensing is the most efficient technique for sensing the spectrum intelligently without interfering the primary user. The energy detection technique is used by each secondary user for the spectrum sensing which is simple and efficient.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the system model used for the cooperative spectrum sensing. The proposed neural cooperative spectrum sensing is presented in section III. Performance of proposed neural cooperative spectrum sensing is analyzed and results are presented in section IV. Finally, the section V concludes the paper.
II. System Model
The cooperative spectrum sensing based on neural network consists of secondary users and to detect the occupancy of the primary, the secondary is with signal processing capabilities should process the primary signal as shown in Fig. 2 . The signal at each of the secondary user is modeled as in [12] Η 0 : = , = 1,2,3 … . ,
The received signal is modeled at k th time instant as binary hypothesis, is the primary signal at i th secondary user, and is the complex additive white Gaussian noise [7, 8, 12] with zero mean and variance
. Without loss of generality, and are assumed to be independent of each other. ℎ is the gain of the channel between the primary user and the th secondary user. 0 denotes the primary user is absent, and 1 denotes the primary user is present.
III. Adaptive Neural Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
The every secondary user in a cognitive radio network is continuously seeking the opportunity for spectrum utilization. The received signal at each secondary user is passed through an ideal bandpass filter with bandwidth B, and by energy detection technique, the energy is computed over an interval of N samples is [12] = ( ) , = , , , … … ,
Where N=2BT is time bandwidth product. From the Fig.2 , the energy of the received signal at secondary user { } or the decision at each secondary users { } 1 , is reported to the fusion center through reporting channels. The reporting channels are modeled as a multipath fading channel, and the statistics or decision at the fusion center is [12] = + , = 1,2, … … , (3) Where = denotes the test statistics is transmitted to the fusion center in the case of soft fusion and = 0| 0 or = 1| 1 when the decision is transmitted to the fusion center in the case of hard fusion. The are i.i.d.
(0, 2 ) multipath faded channel gains, is white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 2 ,
i.e., ∼ (0, 2 ).
The false alarm and missed detection probabilities are tradeoffs between spectrum efficiency and interference to primary. The probability of the detection in terms of probability of the false alarm is written as in [12] 
The lower the false alarm probability leads higher the spectrum utilization and larger the probability of detection (or lower the probability of miss detection, = 1 − ) leads less interference to primary users [12] .
and the present linear error is computed as ≜ −
The LMS algorithm is self normalizing in the sense that the choice of α does not depend upon [9] magnitude of . The decision about the existence of the primary user is taken based on the result of the thresholding device 1/0. The decision is obtained by applying to the thresholding device, which enables the cognitive radios to adjust their parameters adaptively.
IV. Results Discussion
The adaptive cooperative cognitive radio system is implemented in MATLAB. The channel between secondary users or cognitive radios and cognitive radio fusion center in the cognitive radio network is assumed nonstationary, and the Rayleigh fading channel model is used for simulation. A maximum Doppler shift of 100 Hz, sample time is of 1 × 10 −5 Sec , a carrier frequency of 2 GHz and 100 MHz bandwidth are considered for the simulations. The 4-QAM modulated techniques for each secondary user for the communication among the secondary user are used. The decision taken by each cognitive radio is transmitted to the cognitive radio base station via reporting channel, which is bandlimited. The energy statistic is transmitted to the cognitive radio base station is Data fusion and which require high bandwidth. For the neural network architecture 10 numbers of hidden layers are used. Figure 3 shows the performance of each of the training, validation and test sets. As the network was trained, the mean squared error (mse) decreases rapidly, and best validation performance is found at 3.5531 × 10 −7 . Figure 4 shows the gradient and validation check, the gradient is about 8.3542 × 10 −7 and the validation check is about 0 at epoch 27 respectively. The weight and bias is adjusted to Optimum value which is shown as a low value of gradient and better network learning which results network more accurate and reliable, reduced false predictions. The sufficient network learning shown in validation plot, and the stop point of training and the starting of the over fitting of the data. Table 1 gives the mean square error and percentage of error during the training, validation and testing, which shows the proper classification of samples. Figure 5 shows the how error sizes are distributed at different instances as an error histogram, and the error approaches to zero. Figure 6 shows the neural network receiver operating characteristic for data and relation between the false positive and true positive rates as the output thresholding is varied from 0 to 1. The training, validation, test and collective ROC describe the neural network performance. Figure 8 shows the ROC curve of the behavior of the system in the multipath fading and shadowing channel environment with adaptive neural network and majority rule. The neural network adaptive system performance is significantly improved over the majority rule. The less complexity in the proposed system is observed in the design and implementation, and it outperforms over majority rule but the convergence time of proposed system may increase as a number of the secondary users in the cognitive radio system
V. Conclusion
In this paper, the time varying channel among the cognitive radios and the reporting channel between the cognitive radio and cognitive radio base station considered. Due to multipath fading and shadowing, the sensing performance deteriorated and the probability of false alarm and probability of miss detection increased. The sensing performance may improve if the all the secondary users have exactly detected the existence of the primary user in the band of interest. The adaptive neural network spectrum sensing technique proposed and investigated the performance over the AND, OR and Majority rule of decision fusion. The performance of the proposed method improved significantly over the majority rule and the proposed method outperform the time varying multipath fading channel environment.
In order to reduce the circuit and signal processing complexity at the secondary user information fusion could be the best choice. The proposed method is more efficient in the case of information fusion at cognitive radio base station as compared to the other complex methods of information fusion. The FPGA implementation of the proposed method has less complexity and the detection performance is improved significantly is in worst channel conditions with decision fusion and information fusion. 
